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Historia Mathematica and the World Wide Web
We are pleased to announce that—thanks to the talents and efforts of our
homepage manager, Bruno Bougie of Hei-en Boeicop, The Netherlands—Historia
Mathematica now has its own homepage on the World Wide Web at
http://www.math.ruu.nl/hm/
Visitors to the site will find the names and addresses of the editors and the editorial
board; access to subscription information; details on the mechanics of submitting
papers for consideration; the ‘‘Information for Authors’’ section which appears at
the end of every issue of the journal, as well as a more detailed set of instructions
which includes information and illustrative examples on formatting, referencing,
and stylistics; the journal’s tables of contents from all past issues (1974–present);
meeting announcements and reports; and a list of journals covering the history of
mathematics and science of potential interest to our readers. The Historia Mathemat-
ica homepage also links to those of Academic Press, the International Commission
on the History of Mathematics, the history of mathematics mailing list, and the
Library of Congress, among others. As the homepages of other selected journals
in the field become available, we will have links to them as well.
We have aimed, in creating this homepage, to provide information of interest to
both our contributors and our readers. In particular, we hope that the more detailed
Information for Authors will streamline the editorial process by allowing authors
to prepare their submissions in accordance with the editorial conventions of the
journal before they initially submit their manuscripts. Since Historia Mathematica
is an international journal and since stylistic conventions vary internationally, these
instructions will provide potential contributors with a clear sense, we hope, of the
editorial common denominator that we have established and that we seek to main-
tain for our readers. (We will be more than happy to mail hard copies of these
more detailed instructions to any of our potential contributors who do not have
access to the World Wide Web.)
In order to facilitate ongoing research efforts in the field, we have also provided
the tables of contents of back issues of the journal and will soon have Postscript
or plain text versions of them available so that users may download and search for
keywords or phrases. We hope that shortly we will likewise be able to furnish
abstracts of papers published in the journal in addition to the journal’s ‘‘Ab-
stracts’’ department.
Finally, in light of the fact that our page limitations have required us to eliminate
the section of meeting announcements and reports, the homepage will enable us
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to make that information available as well as to update it in a more timely fashion
than our quarterly publication schedule formerly allowed. Effective immediately, we
welcome the submission of meeting announcements and reports. We look forward to
making the Historia Mathematica homepage the central clearinghouse for informa-
tion on current and future activities in the field.
We hope that our readers find this new homepage helpful in their reading and
research. Please browse what we have set up and send us any comments and
suggestions you may have for ways to make it even more useful to historians of
mathematics and others with interests in our area.
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